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NASA GIBS and Worldview: 








































WARNING: Objects in space may appear in alternative orbits/inclinations/non-relative sizes

WORLDVIEW MOVIE
Spatial Resolutions Projections Temporal Resolution Latencies and More




Meta Raster Format (MRF)










Satellite imagery browsing web app
Built upon open source mapping libraries, 




Facilitate discovery of …
● Visualizations based on collection…
● Data based on visualization
Assisting broader communities to 
discover and visualize
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Worldview / GIBS has seen a 
wide range of users from all 
over the globe, serving a 
broad range of consumers.

“This site is fantastic! 
If you are curious to know, our centre is 
using the site to monitor river ice 
breakup in the Far North of Ontario where 
there are several remote fly-in only First 
Nations communities that are highly 
susceptible to nearly annual ice induced 
flooding that has substantial financial and 




Surface Water Monitoring Centre
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry
“The daily image, because of its true 
color, and coverage in scale gives us the 
BEST SIMULATION of seeing the Earth 
currently available. 
Allow me to quote Leland [Melvin], "...that 
was the closest I've been to being up 
there since being up there".




Rose Center for Earth and Space
American Museum of Natural History, New York City
“I can't thank you enough for this 
wonderful tool that makes us aware of 
earth processes in near-real time. It is 
of immense help to my ongoing 
research on the effects of mineral dust 
and aerosols on ocean productivity."
- Dr. V. Ramaswamy
Chief Scientist
National Institute of Oceanography 
Goa, India.
“...I use it a dozen times a day as I try 
and sort out field campaign data, quickly 
look for aeronet site locations, or 
generally figure out “what happened?”. It 
is probably the biggest productivity 
enhancers you folks have ever done for 
me personally.”
- Jeffrey S. Reid, Ph.D.
Naval Research Laboratory
Picture of data from WV






2. Geostationary data visualizations
3. Cross-discipline search relevancy
4. Catalog management
5. Dynamic data visualization
https://pixabay.com/en/question-mark-pile-question-mark-2492009/  (Licensed CC0)
Contact us … support@earthdata.nasa.gov
Learn more about GIBS … https://earthdata.nasa.gov/gibs
Learn more about Worldview … https://earthdata.nasa.gov/worldview
Participate … https://github.com/nasa-gibs/
